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Introduction
If you are the kind of Tastebud who is tired of seeing broadband, high-def, top quality smut being held
back by dialup users and people with old computers that they refuse to replace, these Sizzling Sirens are
here to fix your frustrations!

Adult Review
Sizzling Sirens is a truly high-definition website. It's better quality video than any DvD can provide, it is the next step
forward in the evolving relationship between technology and adult entertainment. Watching these gorgeous models getting
nasty in eye-popping 1280x720 resolution is exciting enough to make your cock sing!
  
  On the Exclusive Porn Pass network of sites, Sexy Sirens is the soloist content featuring women so beautiful they even look
great in high-def as they diddle themselves with the flick of their fingers and the purr of their favorite sex toys.
  
  Each exclusive scene is available in Streaming or Downloadable versions of low, medium and high quality. The highest
quality downloads are 1280x720 resolution and run about 400MB per clip. That makes the streaming option a good one if
you are trying to save hard drive space. None of the clips are DRM coded, so everything you download is yours to keep in
your permanent collection for as long as you like.
  
  Each update also comes with its own set of high-res pictures that do a great job of showing you what the video includes and
if you have a good printer you should be able to get nearly magazine quality cut outs for any scrap book you are keeping
under your bed.
  
  Sizzling Sirens launched only a few days before this review and currently has six exclusive scenes in its archives. Each of
them is exclusive to the site, never seen anywhere else and in such mouthwatering clarity than you will become too spoiled to
go back to "regular sites" in the future.
  
  As a full monthly member you get access to this brand new site and each of the other new sites on the network which are
listed on the right side of this review. While the entire network is new, that still means you will have a few dozen exclusive
films to start off with while each site continues to update with a brand new episode each week.
  
  Also, because they don't ever want your dick waiting around for something new to see, the network owners have arranged
for 3,346 non-exclusive bonus scenes to also be available to their members. The bonus scenes are not the high quality smut
that they are producing but they are definitely enough to keep your motor running while they produce more rocket fuel for
liftoff.
  
  Yes, you can really get limited access for just $1.00 but that trial access doesn't give you any ability to go to the other
networked sites and it only lets you see the latest updated high-res video. That means you are basically paying $1.00 for one
movie. Even worse than that, the trial membership renews at $38.26 a month if you forget to cancel it in time. Do your dick
and your wallet a favor... get the full monthly membership instead.
  
  The worst thing about the site itself is the interface. The members area has huge images within it that look great but make
navigating around more difficult than it needs to be. Also, the movie files are named HD.wmv which means any serious
collector will have to rename each file they decide to download. Also pictures from the gallery open in a new window so you
can't just click a back button to return to the gallery. While each of these issues is minor but as the site grows they will make
finding what you are looking for more work than it needs to be.
  
  The monthly membership is priced at $29.74 and renews at $29.74 per month after that until canceled. With all these
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included sites, weekly updates and so many bonus scenes your shlong will have more than enough to do for a full month so
go ahead and get it the monthly access right from the get go.

Porn Summary
If you are dialup user you can find more suitable smut elsewhere but if you have a gaming quality rig already and want to see
these sexy soloists in clarity as good as their own boyfriends get when climbing between their perfect thighs, Sexy Sirens is
exactly what your dick has been demanding.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The highest clarity HD smut site online today. Finally, the broadband porn era is upon us!'
Quality: 99  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 80
Support: 85 Unique: 85    Taste: 95        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
Chicks Love Chicks (91) ,Two Hole Crammers (89) ,Meat Melons (89) ,Sweet Fresh Tails (88) ,Spicy Matures (87) ,
HardnDirty (87) ,Feet Pumpers (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, HD, SexToys

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.74 Preview: 3 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: HighSpeed

Only
Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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